Congress Working Toward a $2 Trillion Stimulus Package
New Jersey Senator Bob Menendez introduced the “Municipal Bonds Emergency Relief Act” on Friday, but over the weekend that legislation – in a slightly different form – made its way into the Senate’s version of the larger $2+ trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Stabilization Act or (CARES Act). Observers were hoping for an early Monday vote (today), but lawmakers are continuing to negotiate. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced yesterday she would release her own stimulus plan, indicating the two sides may be further apart than expected. Additionally, lawmakers have pushed back a potential vote to 6 p.m. EDT today. Whether or not that occurs remains to be seen, as it still seems as though details need to be ironed out by each side. The wording included in the Senate’s version would allow for the purchase of state and local government debt direct from issuers or in the secondary market.

Federal Reserve Monday Morning Announcements Support Liquidity (generally) and Municipal Liquidity (specifically)
The Federal Reserve continues to take very aggressive steps to send a message to market participants – and hopefully leave no stone unturned in supporting capital markets – by providing extraordinary measures across different sectors. One of their more meaningful announcements was they will purchase Treasury and mortgage-backed securities “in the amounts needed to support smooth market functioning and effective transmission of monetary policy to broader financial conditions and the economy.” They were previously planning to purchase $700 billion in total. There were also two municipal market related announcements. See the Fed’s full announcement here. 

1. The Fed announced they were expanding the Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (MMLF) to include additional securities, including municipal variable rate demand obligations/notes/ (VRDOs). We wrote about the experience we were seeing in the VRDO market on Wednesday, March 18. Please see A Focus on the Significant Pressure in the VRDO Market.
2. The Fed also expanded their Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF) to include “high-quality, tax-exempt commercial paper as eligible securities,” expecting this could help short term municipal flow.
Municipal Bond Issuance, Trading for the Week

This week’s primary municipal bond market calendar is about $1.8 billion right now, but even as of early Monday afternoon primary market price discovery remains difficult. Even as of today, some issues started to move to the day-to-day side of the calendar. Still, there is at least $10 billion of issuance that can be considered day-to-day, and this is building. Last week’s primary municipal bond market calendar (week of March 16) was about $5 billion, with less than $1 billion priced.

Taxable Municipal Issuance Trends

Taxable municipal issuance was a meaningful part of overall municipal issuance in 2019, with refundings driving this trend. Out of last year’s total issuance of $421 billion, about 17%, or $70 billion, was taxable. There was only $30 billion of taxable municipal issuance in 2018 by comparison.

Currently, there is a little over $4 billion of taxable municipal issuance that is categorized as day-to-day on the primary market calendar. Issuers are waiting for an opportunity to market their bonds, but investor appetite for primary market issuance is challenging for taxable municipals, too. Last week only a very small handful of taxable municipal deals priced. The largest was only $10 million, and the others were under $5 million each.

AAA MMD Final Market Read (Monday, March 23)

The final read from The Municipal Market Monitor (TM3) indicated that AAA municipal yields were unchanged compared to Friday, March 20. On Friday, AAA municipal yields were 40-50 basis points higher compared to Thursday, with the 2 year AAA Municipal Market Data (MMD) yield ending at a 2.52%, the 10 year AAA MMD yield at 2.79%, and the 30 year AAA MMD yield at 3.37%.
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